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SLC fields wide range of questions

by Don Ruane and John Ahwed

The SLC fielded questions yesterday on everything from Student Life Council in an open session.

Questions ranging from the Cotton Bowl profits to the appointment of the University into the city of South Bend and an audit of Student government debt by a session.

One of the most discussed topics of the meeting concerned the referendum Wednesday on everything from the Student Life Council in an open session.

New members see no change for Academic Council

by Ed Ellis

The seven recently-chosen student members of the University Academic Council, the first student members of that organization, agreed yesterday that while their membership on the Council would not "significantly" affect the balance of power in the numerical sense, their presence would certainly provide an essential voice of student representation on the body.

Tom Schoaf, a member of the Student Life Council in addition to his duties as College of engineering representative to the Academic Council, said that he had two chief concerns of the Council as "the problem of integrating the academic life, the social life, and the hall life, so you don't spend time in three different ways, you spend all your time being educated. To do this, you feel like you should be studying, and if you give time to talking to guys in the halls, you should be giving your to your studies or going out with a girl. Somehow these have to be integrated so you spent time getting a total education."

Art Ferranti, a representative of the major concern of the Academic Council, said that the problem was one of forming the man as well as the mind, and he said he feels that this has not been done thus far.

As far as the recent controversy over the Computer Science program is concerned, Schoaf said that there was certainly the necessity of taking some action, although exactly what that action is remains uncertain. Possibly a consolidation or reorganization of the program under the electrical engineering department in the Academic Council of the University should be considered, said Schoaf.

Ed McCartin, Arts and Letters representative on the Council, says his main goal will be representation of the "constituency." He said that "there is a lot of potential at Notre Dame that is not being directed in the areas of the arts and sciences." He cited the recent financial problems of the Government Department as an indication of the fact that the Notre Dame students can be better served by the university if more emphasis is placed on the arts and sciences.

Frank Palopoli, representative of the professional schools on the Council, sounded a novel note by pointing out that while representation was certainly good for the students, it was not the cure for the people apparently believed it to be. "The real question of student representation," he said, "is one of how the authority in a University is responsible to the University as a whole. The question is, I feel, that the students are really linked by the voice of the one and the same authority, and the one and the same authority is an arbitrator of power. On the other hand, representation is a very good thing. It makes the students in-
Students voice opinions on Co-Education

by Glen Sorge

One cannot seriously consider the topic of coeducation at Notre Dame without reference to St. Mary's College. For several years, St. Mary's has afforded Notre Dame a limited interchange of the sexes on campus. Thus, S.M.C. girls have come to consider themselves a part of Notre Dame and must have very definite opinions on coeducation at Notre Dame.

A poll taken to indicate the girls' feelings on the subject offers some interesting, if not astounding, results. 99% of the more than 150 girls polled had definite opinions on the subject. Only 5% of the girls were satisfied with the present level of coeducation at Notre Dame, leaving 94% unsatisfied. Not a single girl polled wished to retain Notre Dame's identity at the cost of coeducation at Notre Dame. The overall reaction was one of discontent. The girls didn't like the rat-race of their social life or the unnatural atmosphere of having a "token" boy in a class or being a "token" girl in a class.

As one young lady stated, "I don't like the reputations SMC girls have at Notre Dame." It's not our fault that the social situation is so messed up, it's the school's fault."

-- Observer Insight

Another interesting thing about gathering these opinions is when a girl asks "will this do anything?" she expects a negative answer. Almost without exception, the girls spoke so at S.M.C. feel that change (especially in regard to coeducation) is something that is endlessly talked about but never accomplished.

However, a whopping 66% of the girls polled said that they not only wanted to see Notre Dame merge with St. Mary's but wanted N.D. to increase its coeducation at Notre Dame. Only 28% wished to see St. Mary's merge with Notre Dame, although they wished to see Notre Dame a limited interchange of the sexes on campus. The overall reaction was one of discontent. The girls didn't want Notre Dame to be coeducation at Notre Dame.

5% of the girls were satisfied with the present level of coeducation at Notre Dame, leaving 94% unsatisfied. A single girl polled wished to retain S.M.C.'s identity at the cost of Notre Dame going coed independently.

Miss Tracey is not happy with the male-female ratio at N.D. and S.M.C., saying "It's not fair to Notre Dame!" She maintains that Notre Dame should go coed independently even if St. Mary's chooses to retain its present sex-stistatus. If such a case occurs, she hopes the N.D., S.M.C. relationship will be maintained. If coeducation does come about, Miss Tracey would say it would be a 1-1 ratio but feels 3-1 is more realistic. When asked if she saw the trustees as an obstacle, Miss Tracey cited, as a case in point, off campus proposal. It has passed every year of acceptance up to the trustees and then was vetoed by them. She feels the same may occur with any attempt at coeducation. However, Miss Tracey said she was somewhat comforted by Sister Alma, who assured her that the trustees will make a fair judgment.

When questioned about the dismissal of the two S.M.C. professors, Miss Tracey said she did not think their activities on behalf of coeducation were the cause. She felt there were unexplained troubles between the administration and the professors.

In an interview last week, Notre Dame S.B.F. Dave Krashna stated, "I expect some form of coeducation in the near future." He continued, "I would say fall of next year is ultrasonic; maybe spring." However, he also indicated that the recent rumors of coeducation are probably baseless. Krashna puts more stock in the forthcoming coeducation report being compiled by Bill Wilma and Tim Conner and the work being done by the committee for Social Understanding. This committee is now trying to institute coed eating arrangements and is investigating the possibility of constructing a mall on route 31 for Notre Dame and St. Mary's students.

Krashna would like to see Notre Dame increase its enrollment to include women as soon as possible. He also supports the idea of coed residence halls. Although Krashna would like to have St. Mary's become a part of our coeducational university, he recognizes their reluctance to do so. He would therefore favor the move to go coed independently of St. Mary's.

Speaking on the recent dismissals of Professor Runde and Professor Hickmeysker, Miss Tracey stated, "On pure speculation, it seems there was some connection between their efforts on behalf of coeducation and their dismissal." He also said the student government would soon issue a statement on the subject.

Concerned About Pollution?

Enroll in CE 213 "Man and His Environment"

A University-wide course available to all S.M.C. students. See campus.
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"NATURALLY"

A contemporary wonder, Three Dog Night's string of gold records rivals Fort Knox. Coming right off the top of all trade charts with a hit single, Three Dog has another sure-fire goldie with this album. What more can we say?
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Students Government Constitution continued


Junior Parents Weekend, will be held Friday, Saturday and Sunday February 26, 27, 28, 1971, Chairman Tom D'Aquila announced yesterday.

Jim Taylor, chairman of the Weekend said that the purpose of the weekend was "to involve the parents in the life of the University community with access to the academic program and the contemporary issues and the extra-curricular life of the Notre Dame student."

Invitations were mailed to all junior parents and should have been received during the Thanksgiving vacation, D'Aquila said. He encouraged all juniors to remind their parents of the January 15th deadline for confirmation and to urge them to attend. He went on to say that any junior who has not received an invitation may procure one by calling 1264.

Final ticket sales, seating arrangements and confirmation of reservations will be held at the LaFortune student Center on January 25, 26, and 27, 1971.

Student Billing Card

With this card, a dorm resident may make long distance calls with the privacy of the dorm room phone and get an individual bill once a month.

And even take advantage of Direct Distance Dialing... the faster, easier way to call long distance.

Your Student Billing Card is waiting (if you haven't already picked it up) at the Indiana Bell Business Office. Just ask.

ROGERS OPTICAL
Complete Spectacle Service
Glasses Replaced
Your Doctor's RX Filled
Largest Selection of "wires"
214 S. Michigan (next to State Theatre) 289 7809

Tuesday, December 8, 1970
Why are you destroying your halls? The Notre Dame dormitories, never to be confused with Frank Lloyd Wright creations in the first place, have rapidly deteriorated over the last five years. The reason? Prime among them is the geometrically rising number of incidents of vandalism.

There is no excuse for the incidents. No excuses are offered; only vague and tortured mutterings about the murderous quality of life at this University but vandalism serves to remedy conditions, but to make them worse. Damage to the hall often goes uncorrected for days, and acts of damage may leave permanent scars.

Father Amen, in Flanner Hall, has apparently been forced to limit keggers because of the damage done to halls. Now, how in God's name does vandalism wreak revenge on the University for the real or imagined ill?

Yet the mutterings continue. Vandalism is judged to be a reaction to the repressive on-campus social atmosphere. Breaking windows, however, has never been considered a defense for the真正做到 off-campus existence.

Vandalism is alleged to be a reaction to the ill of the outside world. Since there is war, poverty, and racism, the contention goes, we will go out, get smashed, and punch holes in the walls to escape. Some escape. When the drunk is out of his stupor, war, poverty, and racism are still there, but now there's a hole in the wall.

No, there are no excuses, and no higher reasons. Vandalism is the result of men who wish they were animals acting like animals. And animals belong in a cage. We suggest potential vandals keep this in mind.

Peripheral Division

Why the New Constitution Must Lose

T.C. Tenen

What a sad disaster the proposed student Government Constitution is! It's really too bad, too, that March's bright President's dream powers to the halls has been so unthinkingly abrogated. The present monstrosity, when it's lucid enough to say anything, means only one thing - that the power should go back to LaFortune, back to LaFortune, back to LaFortune...

The system of student self-government right after the Preamble, an awful but necessary piece of sophistry. All legislative powers will be vested in the Student Life Council as contained in its bylaws with the exception of budgetary and other internal proceedings, as the student government meets the Student Council, I, Section I. But what are the "other internal procedures"? What is an "internal procedure" anyway? Well, it's something that concerns "student affairs." Is Pachtel an internal procedure? It certainly concerns the Student Union. How about the dining halls, or the laundry? Does the new constitution bar the SLC from considering them?

Article II is the much-hooped "President Council." Article II, what powers have been designated to the Hall Presidents? Well, they can chew through the budget, as the Senate has been doing for years. And they "may express an official opinion on any issue pertaining to the hall life of the students of the University." It was nice of student government to give to that, but it really doesn't differentiate them from any other group of vocal people. Where's the President's Council's effective voice in Student Government? Where is the guarantee that the diverse and broadly-based student opinion that the Hall Presidents represent will form the important student government reports that are sent to the SLC and the Trustees? And will the representatives to the student body, the elected President's Council or the Student Body President and his appointed Cabinet?

Don't hold your breath. Article III, Section I says: "The President of Notre Dame Student Government shall be an official spokesman of the student body, representing it in matters affecting its interests and welfare. So much for the President's Council, and the "official opinion".

What else can the President's Council do? Well, they can run campus-wide elections, establish their own operating procedures, and impel people for such specific offenses as "dereliction (sic) of duty, corruption in office, and failure to uphold this constitution. Other than that, not much.

What else can the Student Body President do? Article III, Section III says he will "Act upon the resolutions of the President's Council," but that doesn't mean he has to obey the multitude of the Council. Warning all the Council's suggestions up into a little hall and throwing them in the wastepaper basket is just as active as implementing those suggestions. So he has the power to ignore the Council.

He gets to preside over:

(1) The President's council
(2) The Judicial Council
(3) The Student Union Board of Directors
(4) The Student Government Finance Committee
(5) The Student Government Election Commission

All power to the President!

He also gets to fire the Student Union director, and it would take 2/3 of the President's Council to reinstate him. That means that the President can play political football with the important post of Student Union Director, and it would take sixteen hall presidents to stop him.

In addition, he gets to "Enforce the Student Government Constitution, it's bylaws" (Honest to God, that's what it says) be on the SLC, and "Have all powers necessary to carry out the provisions of this Constitution and to delegate any of the above powers to any department or agency of Student Government." This elastic-clause-and-a-half, if stretched to its limit, could reach Chicago, or at least Michigan City. It would most certainly envelop most student political activities on this campus.

But who would try people for violations of this Constitution? Why, a Judicial Council people. Get this-the student body president, the Ombudsman (an appointive post) the Judicial Coordinator (an appointive post) and four Notre Dame undergraduates who were purposed it appointed by the Student Body President after recommendations from a board made up of the Student Body President and Judicial Coordinator, in repeat performances, and three members of the President's Council elected by the student body. Ah! Some Hall President-making up a little more than half of a once-removed body that only makes recommendations anyway.

We need a new constitution. We need one that will bring power and money to the halls. But this year's student Government pressed for more money to Student Union, instead of more money to the halls. This year's student Government never comes around unless it wants something from you, like it will tonight. And this year's constitution has lost all of the momentum we distantly saw last March. We want to see it again.

Don't mess up our Campus
T. G. KIERNAN

Jesus Christ Superstar

Jesus Christ, Superstar, was created with the intention of bringing Decca, the same company that brought you Tommy, not only the script of its own, heralding the age of the rock opera.

The rock opera has failed more often than not, but the Stones have both experimented with extended forms, and the Who itself has done similar experiments before Sgt. Pepper's Traces of songs from The Who Sell Out can in fact be heard in Tommy.

I liked all of those things. They were experiments; the bands were trying to see how far they could go. And they weren't pretentious. The music was always only as serious as you wanted it to be. But people wanted to make rock everything 'serious' classical music is, and many of them included pedantry. From this came Jesus Christ, Superstar. (the illegitimate son of Tommy and Naked Carmen?)

The music of the opera was written by Andrew Lloyd Webber, but the lyrics by Tim Rice, who we understand are two record company executives. It was 18 months in the making and after a trial run in London and utilized the City of London Ensemble (an 89 piece orchestra?) plus a load of rock groups - including Deep Purple, Chris Mercer, formerly sax for John Mayall, Chris Sprading of the Battered Ornaments, etc.)

The problem is, though, that the whole thing really didn't come off. Part of the trouble is that huge list of people, they are not used to playing together (the Who is) and so the music always sounds sort of

One particular word is meaningless that forced us to create a flurry of thoughts and emotions and then try to give it meaning.

Once upon a time there was a priest. And every Sunday in every holy day the priest and his congregation celebrated the Holy Eucharist. At every celebration they began to preach, and utilized the City of London Ensemble (an 89 piece orchestra?) plus a load of rock groups - including Deep Purple, Chris Mercer, formerly sax for John Mayall, Chris Sprading of the Battered Ornaments, etc.)
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Flanner-A major victim of vandalism

by Steve Kane

Like most everything else Flanner Tower isn't what it used to be; that is, a year and a half ago when it was brand new. Some of its physical grandeur has now disappeared because of the damage, breakage, and mistreatment of its structure and facilities; Housing college students would put a strain on any building, its elevators, plumbing, heating, electrical demands, etc. These difficulties can be calculated and resolved; the added problem of vandalism cannot be.

Observer Insight

Vandalism in Flanner appears to be no more evident than in other halls; however, almost every physical scar and defacement can be readily detected, since it is still relatively new. Elevators and lobbies are the most obvious victims of damage and this leads many to blame visitors and outsiders for the destruction. When asked about acts of vandalism in Flanner, Father Maurice Flanner, the rector, replied, "It's questionable whether students or visitors are to blame for much of the vandalism." He referred to the recent situation in which many false fire alarms were pulled. He pointed out that the majority of these pranks were done with the fire alarm near the front exit, which "would easily have been pulled by a visitor as he left the hall."

Within the sections themselves, weekend misconduct and the resulting damages "can be predicted," he said. "In other words, the weekend before the Thanksgiving holiday will usually experience more vandalism than the weekend before final exams."

Father Flanner estimates that damage this year is less than in the last. He regretted that last year it was necessary for him to threaten an entire floor with paying for all future damage. As to his role as rector, he stated that he is "not going to patrol" the bad sections, but would rather "hope to see the problem resolved within the section." Flanner's main concern with vandalism is the "casualness with which minor destruction is done." He added that hall parties with beer kegs can be directly correlated with the amount of damage that occurs and for that reason, students must seek his permission if they wish to bring kegs into Flanner.

Joe Cassini, president of Flanner Students' Housing college and now hall vandalism as more serious than last year. He listed holes in walls, damaged ceiling panels, the theft of a wall clock, and the breaking of the glass doors which enclose fire extinguishers as just some of the destruction experienced by the hall.

Some students "think about themselves too much" and are blind to what effects their actions have on others, he said. He conceded the correlation between alcohol and vandalism, but then referred to the many students who fail to clean up after parties the following day, whether it be litter in the hallways or food on the rugs.

According to Cassini most of the destruction has gone unchecked by the Judicial Board. He said that the Judicial Board has not met once this year, simply because no students have issued complaints. Those complaints that have been explained, is that many students who fail to clean up don't care about the problem. Cassini concluded his responses by saying that most students are concerned about the physical appearance of their hall. However, he feels that the Judicial Board should at least give any advice or regard for the hall itself.

Placement Bureau lists summer jobs

by Dave Coleman

The Northern Illinois University Placement Bureau announced that Summer Job placement information for several thousand job positions in "diverse areas of interest" will be available at the Placement Bureau by December 14. They also announced that 125 educational institutions have requested teachers and/or administrators for summer and the regular school year.

The jobs are classified according to three major areas: Engineering and Science; Business and Liberal Arts; and General Employment. Requests for N.D. students to fill summer positions have come from 56 major firms as of this writing with 350 major firms expected to be heard from. Bulletins with names and addresses of the requesting firms will be found on the various bulletin boards around campus.

The requests from educational institutions included many to fill teaching posts in Canada and various other foreign countries. There is also an increasing demand for Public Relations and development personnel from many schools across the country.

The summer jobs available besides teaching include "on the job training and research work, counseling and camp work, forestry, accountants, and administrative training." Details on any of the job areas can be found at the Placement Bureau, Room 222, main building.

Sex-Ed wanted at SMC

Sex-Ed wanted at SMC (continued from page 1)

It isn't easy, being a Paulist. Bridging the gap between the old and black and white, past and future. But it is a challenge.

The Paulist mission is to people... individually and in all the societies in which they live... to discover Christ kept into Flanner... to be attentive to the needs of the present, yet to form a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in finding out more about the "forwardly challenge," write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.,
Paulist Fathers
Room 111
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

A program of education in human sexuality is urgently needed and long overdue at St. Mary's. There will be no placement until 28 at 6 p.m. today in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

Unruh speaks

Jesse Unruh, speaker of the California house of representa­tives, is a likely candidate for governor of that state. He will speak at 8 p.m. today in the memorial Library Auditorium.

*(continued from page 1)*

... the need for an increase in the demand for counselors and related qualified personnel. He also stated that there was a need for greater understanding of the problem among the general public. He asked that anyone interested in helping the program contact the speaker of the house.

"In order to provide adequate facilities and services, we must have trained personnel who are knowledgeable about the needs of our society." He said.

Awards will be given for the best presentation in each category, and the winners will be announced at the end of the event.

The awards ceremony will take place in the main auditorium of the University Library on May 1st. The public is invited to attend and enjoy the presentation. For more information, please contact the Office of Student Affairs at 555-1234.
Young Irish grapplers place fourth
by Terry Shields
Observer Sports Editor
The young wrestling squad journeyed to New York on Saturday, December 5, to compete in the New York Tech Tournament and the results mirrored the insufficient experience of the squad. The Irish placed fourth in a field of eight other teams in the round robin competition. The Gunn team was 8-1 against all three opponents, while the Irish lost to the Gunn, 7-2; 7-2 against Purdue and Tri-State and 6-2 and 7-2 against Arizona and Indiana. The team's 3-0 record resulted from such awesome victories as 24-3 over Tri-State, a win by a 2-0 score over Indiana and a 25-2 touting of Notre Dame.
No tallies were kept since the match was not official. Notre Dame's tr-captains John Lyons-foil, Rick (Rip) DeLauder and Mike DiBacco, however, took charge of the squad, as all their leaders were removed from competition by injuries, as each was 6-0 in 14 matches against competition. The open team was 8-1 against all three opponents, while the Gunn team lost to the Irish, 5-1. The Irish, however, were able to hold off the older men and gained a 9-3 win over Purdue and Tri-State, and a 7-2 margin over Arizona. Meanwhile, close to perfection as they shutout Purdue and Arizona, the Irish only an 8-1 win over Tri-State kept the full team from having a perfect record. The team will not compete again until they return from their New Year's vacation at the end of the month.

by Joe Pasaiataro
Observer Sportswriter
The Notre Dame fencing team opened its season with a 12-0 victory over the University of Akron on Wednesday, November 1964 in the old field house. The Irish, not only defeated their Indian opponents this season and should fare better in future weeks than any cheap tactics. The boy's got class.

by Jim Donaldson
Sports Shorts
Devotees of the hardwood sport got their first look at Notre Dame's highly-rated basketball team last Saturday night in the Convocation Center. The Irish conquered the Ball State Indians, 83-70, to put on much of a show.
The visiting South Carolina Gamecocks are the nation's No. 2 team and a victory over SC would have been quite a feather for the Notre Dame basketball team last Saturday night in the Convocation Center. The Irish were outshouted 37-16 and the Irish were not only defeated, but left to play but they let the Gamecocks pull away to victory. The Irish just didn't have it with the pressure on.

Although the Irish did hold a slight rebounding advantage over the taller Gamecocks and committed only six turnovers in the game the taller Gamecocks committed an average of seven per game.

Fencers rout three foes
by Joe Pasaiataro
Observer Sportswriter
The Notre Dame fencing team opened its season with a 12-0 victory over the University of Akron on Wednesday, November 1964 in the old field house. The Irish, not only defeated their Indian opponents this season and should fare better in future weeks than any cheap tactics. The boy's got class.

by Joe Pasaiataro
Observer Sportswriter
The Notre Dame fencing team opened its season with a 12-0 victory over the University of Akron on Wednesday, November 1964 in the old field house. The Irish, not only defeated their Indian opponents this season and should fare better in future weeks than any cheap tactics. The boy's got class.

Fencing coach Mike DeCicco reacted last Saturday's win by saying, "After last week we were pleased with the results of this past week. There's hope that we can continue our victories on our trip out East. The only fear I have is that the vacation may interrupt the momentum we have succeeded in building."

As for the teams biggest strength Coach DeCicco re-marked, "The depth that we have at the top and especially in the foil and epee, was demonstrated Saturday and augurs well for continued success this season." Coach DeCicco also expressed the belief that the addition of Coach John Lyons to the team will be extremely beneficial to the team. Lyons a West Point All-American foilman from Notre Dame.
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Erratum

The remarks attributed to Ed McCartin in yesterday's Observer concerning his appointment to the Academic Council and his feelings on the Computer Science department were not entirely accurate. McCartin said that "It is questionable whether computing science merits departmental status. It may be that the value of computing science lies in its application to various existing departments in all four of the colleges. I did not intend to assert that the students in computing science were pursuing an invalid objective or trying to impose my personal value system on them. I was merely trying to question the value of their study as a major field. My remarks are not intended to indicate the way I will vote in the Academic Council for I am still undecided. I intend to vote as a representative of the college and not merely on the basis of my personal opinions." The Observer wishes to apologize for the error and hopes this clarification will clear any misunderstanding resulting from it.

The No-SMC Theatre presents a Irish entertainment

THE HOSTAGE

by Brendan Behan

on December 10, 11, 12 at 8:30 in 'Washington Hall.
Tickets $1.50. Info: 284-4176

SLC discusses spring elections and Soph cars

(continued from page 1) government would reduce these games to a "bare minimum." While on the topic of the new constitution, Krishna said he hopes centralizes elections and have new office begin their terms at an earlier date. Depending on the vote Wednesday, he said there is a possibility that this spring's elections may be moved up because of the semes- ter break and the new SIB would take office before the customary date, April 1.

The present debate over the record co-op sponsored by the Student Union also came under discussion Monday and quickly expanded to include the prices of textbooks. There is a possibility of a special meeting next week at which the problem will be discussed. Prof. John W. Houck requested that data on the operation of the bookstore operation be available at the meeting. Doubts that this materi- nal could be compiled by then were expressed by several mem- bers of the counsel.

Faccenda said that "there probably isn't any cost accounting between the first and second floors." He noted that bookstore profits in the records he had seen did not distribute the over- head between the different departments. Faccenda thought that the bookstore is operated on a more or less "cashbox" basis.

Prof. Eugene W. Henry reported that his committee on sophomore cars was still re- searching the financial problems of the proposal. He said the Office for Business Affairs is still to be contacted. Another mem- ber of the committee, Rich Tarrier, said the sophomores were asked to research certain financial problems three weeks ago but had not completed the job as of Monday. A single pro- posal will be presented regarding the feasibility to the counsel next Monday if a special meeting is called.

Faccenda explained obstacles to the proposed annexation of Notre Dame by the City of South Bend. He said South Bend claims it will make money due to the larger rebate in state taxes as a result of counting Notre Dame students as city residents. He noted that it would cost the city two dollars for every dollar in extra revenue to provide the public services it provides to private citizens.

A graduate school that's more fire than smoke.

Only Honeywell offers a computer course designed exclusively for college graduates. Our postgraduate program for managerial candidates. Whatever your major was, if you can qualify, you'll be ready to learn computers from one of the world's top computer manu- facturers and leading educators, Honeywell. You'll find yourself ready for the fastest growing industry around. An industry that doubles in size and opportunity every five years. Which could make your future pretty bright. All you have to do to light the fire is read this coupon.

\[\text{[Admission Office - Postgraduate Studies, Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences, La Salle-Herrer Building, Chicago, Illinois 60601] (312) 358-0688}

I would like additional information on your program.
I would like to arrange an interview.
\[\text{(Name) (Phone) (Department Address)}

Honeywell will call you to confirm this date and time.

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell

The Cultural Arts Commission

presents

The 1970-71 Cultural Arts Season

BLOW UP

Thursday, December 8, 1970

Dec. 8 7:30 & 9:30
Dec. 9 7:30, 9:30 & 11:30
Engineering Auditorium
General Admission: $1.00

Speaker's tickets on New Constitution

Halls Time Speakers
Alumni 9:00 - 9:45 Carl Elliott &
Badin 10:00 - 11:45 Don Moore
Cavanaugh 7:00 - 7:45 Dave Krishna &
Bob Meyers
Dillon 10:00 - 10:45 Jack Candon
Farley 10:00 - 10:45 Dan Moore
Fisher 10:00 - 10:45 Bob Pohl
Flanner 11:00 - 11:45 Mark Winings
Grace 11:00 - 11:45 Bob Ohlemiller &
Bob Meyers
Holy Cross 7:00 - 7:45 Dan Moore &
Bob Ohlemiller
Howard 10:00 - 10:45 Jerry O'Connor &
Steve Flavin
Keenan 7:00 - 7:45 Tim Connor &
Denny Conroy
Lyons 9:00 - 9:45 Steve Flavin
Morrissey 10:00 - 10:45 Orlando Rodriguez &
Rich Ura
Pangborn 11:00 - 11:45 Dave Krishna
St. Edward's 10:00 - 10:45 Dan Hyde
Sorin 8:00 - 8:45 Steve Novak
Stanford to be set up
Wabash 9:00 - 9:45 Eric Andrus
Zahm 9:00 - 9:45 Dan Hyde &
Denny Conroy
Breen Phillips 11:00 - 11:45 Jerry O'Connor &
Bill Walka
Jack Candon &
Orlando Rodrigues

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell